The paper investigates the determinants of the US$/ exchange rate since its introduction in 1999, with a special focus on the recent subprime mortgage and sovereign debt financial crises. The econometric model is grounded on the asset pricing theory of exchange rate determination, which posits that current exchange rate fluctuations are determined by the entire path of current and future revisions in expectations about fundamentals. In this perspective, we innovate the literature by conditioning on Fama-French and Charart risk factors, which directly measures changing market expectations about the economic outlook, as well as on new financial condition indexes and a large set of macroeconomic variables. The macro-finance augmented econometric model has a remarkable in-sample and out of sample predictive ability, largely outperforming a standard autoregressive specification neglecting macro-financial information. We also document a stable relationship between the US$/-Charart momentum conditional correlation (CCW) and the euro area business cycle, potentially exploitable also within a system of early warning indicators of macro-financial imbalances. Comparison with available measures of economic sentiments shows that CCW yields a more accurate assessment, signaling a progressive weakening in euro area economic conditions since June 2014, consistent with the sluggish and scattered recovery from the sovereign debt crisis and the new Greek solvency crisis exploded in late spring/early summer 2015.
Introduction
Since its introduction in January 1999, the euro has rapidly gained the role of numeraire and medium of exchange for international transactions, as well as a store of value, even challenging the hegemony of the US$ as predominant international currency at a certain extent. Moreover, the bilateral US$/ exchange rate is currently the most relevant currency pair in the foreign exchange market. Accurately forecasting the US$/ exchange rate is then important for both practitioners and policy makers. Wieland and Wolters (2013) , for instance, show that Central Bank policies in the US and Europe are well described by interest rate rules, where interest rates are set according to forecasts of inflation and economic activity, rather than outcomes. By influencing current account projections, as well as inflation and GDP growth predictions eventually, forecasting the US$/ exchange rate is then of utmost relevance for the proper conduct of economic policy.
Surprisingly, little is known about the structural determinants of US$/ exchange rate, particularly with reference to its fluctuations during the subprime mortgage and sovereign debt financial crises, as well as the post-crisis period. Most of the available evidence refers in fact to the pre-crisis period. For instance, Sartore et al. (2002) consider a structural econometric model for the real $ exchange rate in VECM form, using data from 1990 through 1999. They show that real long term interest rate spreads, foreign trade efficiency measures, fiscal policy differentials and commodity prices are relevant determinats of the currency. Other studies have provided evidence of convergence towards purchasing power parity (PPP) in the euro area. In particular, Lopez In the light of the above results, the lack of empirical evidence for the recent subprime and sovereign debt financial crises surely is an important gap in the literature, which the paper aims to fill. In particular, we estimate a reduced form econometric model for both the conditional mean and variance of the $ exchange rate return, conditioning on a large set of macroeconomic and financial variables. The econometric model is grounded on the asset pricing theory of exchange rate determination, which posits that the current exchange rate depends on the present discounted value of the future stream of fundamentals. In the latter framework, exchange rate fluctuations are then accounted by news or revisions in expectations about fundamentals. We then innovate the literature by including in the information set, in addition to standard macroeconomic fundamentals, financial condition indexes and direct measures of changing market expectations about the economic outlook, as yield by risk factors likewise the five French (1993, 2015) factors and Charart (1997) momentum. Indeed, as recently shown by Morana (2014b) and Bagliano and Morana (2015) , not only systematic fluctuations in the Fama-French and Charart factors are accounted by key macroeconomic and financial shocks, but, more importantly, their unexpected changes show signaling properties for macroeconomic prospects, consistent with their usual interpretation in terms of proxy for state variables capturing changes in the investment opportunity set. 1 A strict interlinkage between risk factor shocks and economic dynamics has also been documented by Morana (2014b) , consistent with the recent strand of "news driven" business cycle literature, which has drawn attention to the role of abrupt changes in expectations in driving economic fluctuations (Beaudry and Portier, 2014) .
To preview the results of the paper, we find that the estimated reduced form econometric models (AR-MF) are broadly in line with a hybrid version of the monetary model, where, in addition to monetary policy stance indicators, risk factors and (new) measures of EA and US financial conditions sizably contribute to the determination of the $ exchange rate. In particular, value, momentum and the EA financial condition index are robust predictors across subsamples. While risk factor data are publicly available, the employed financial condition indexes are an original contribution of the paper, and contain information related to anomalous interest rate spread fluctuations, given current economic conditions, and various measures of equity risk and economic policy uncertainty. Also importantly, measures related to real activity/labor market conditions, as well as to global imbalances, do matter for the determination of the $ exchange rate.
The AR-MF models show a remarkable in-sample predictive ability, accounting for 60% to 80% of $ returns variance, fivefold larger than for standard autoregressive models (AR) neglecting macro-financial information. This is not due to overfitting, as AR-MF models yield an average 30% reduction in   out-of-sample and are forecast encompassing relatively to AR models.
Moreover, by assessing interlinkages in second-moments, we uncover a stable relationship between the US$/-Charart momentum conditional correlation and the state of the EA economic cycle. In particular, we find that the latter dynamic conditional correlation becomes negative during periods of recession and positive during phases of economic expansion. A progressive weakening in EA economic conditions is then detected since June 2014, consistent with the sluggish and scattered recovery from the sovereign debt crisis which has eventually led the ECB to introduce the Quantitative Easing () policy in January 2015. The negative $-momentum conditional correlation over the end of the sample is also consistent with the rising uncertainty concerning the survival of the EA itself, fueled by persistent solvency problems in Greece, newly exploded in late spring/early summer 2015. Comparison with standard indicators, likewise the Economic Sentiment Index computed by the European Commission, signalling improving economic conditions, yields clear-cut evidence of the value added and excess information content of the proposed index, exploitable also within a system of early warning indicators of macro-financial stress.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide theoretical insights on the role of risk factor information in exchange rate determination. In Section 3 we estimate a reduced form econometric model for the determination of the $ exchange rate and assess its forecasting performance over three different time spans, covering the subprime mortgage crisis, the sovereign debt crisis, and the post-sovereign debt crisis period, respectively. In Section 4 we assess second moment intertlinkages between $ exchange rate and risk factor returns. Finally, Section 5 concludes. Additional details about data, methodological contributions and empirical results are contained in the Online Appendix.
Exchange rate determination and risk factors
Consider the asset pricing model for exchange rate determination
where   is the (log) exchange rate ( $ ) at time period , i.e., the value of one unit of local currency () in foreign currency units (US$),    +1 is the exchange rate expected at time  + 1 based on time  information,   0 is a coefficient and  represents the fundamentals at time period . Rearranging one has
Forward iteration of (2), under the assumption of rational expectations, then yields
showing that the current exchange rate depends on the present discounted value of the future stream of fundamentals, where the discount rate is . From (3) it is then straightforward to conclude that what moves the exchange rate are news or revisions in expectations about fundamentals. In fact, the exchange rate expected at time  based on time  − 1 information is
and therefore its unexpected change is
where the term  + −  −1+ is the revision in expectations, equivalent to the surprise + −  −1+ . Various models can be described within the above general framework. For instance, the standard monetary model, under UIP and ex-ante PPP, would imply
, where  is the (log) nominal money supply,  is (log) real income, "
* " denotes foreign variables,   0 and   0 are coefficients, and the discount rate  bears the interpretation of interest rate semi-elasticity of money demand (Mussa, 1984) . Hybrid versions of the monetary model can also be accommodated in the above framework, by including other macroeconomic and financial fundamentals, as well as directly modeling revisions in market expectations by means of risk factor innovations. In this respect, the available evidence shows that positive innovations to size and value factors reveal expectations of favorable changes in macroeconomic prospects, while the opposite holds for positive innovations to momentum (Morana, 2014b ). The rationale is that small, poorly collateralized firms have limited access to external capital markets and are more vulnerable than large firms to adverse changes in credit conditions. Improved credit and, in general, macroeconomic prospects may then be associated with a rise in the profitability of small stocks, resulting in a higher size factor. A positive size innovation can then be interpreted as signaling improved expected credit market and general macroeconomic conditions. Similarly, firms with high book-to-market ratios are likely to suffer more from a higher debt burden and be more vulnerable to adverse changes in monetary policy and interest rates. Improved economic conditions may then be associated with higher profitability of value stocks, resulting in a larger value factor. A positive value innovation may then reveal expectations of favorable changes in macroeconomic conditions and investment opportunities. Moreover, if firms with stronger fundamentals outperform firms with weaker fundamentals during economic downturns and fundamentals are persistent and reflected in stock returns, positive momentum should be observed during recessions; a positive innovation to momentum could then reveal adverse changes in the economic outlook. Consistent empirical evidence is provided by Morana (2014b). 2 As shown by Morana (2014b) , positive size and value shocks are followed by positive and persistent responses of real activity and a rise in the price of other real (house) and financial assets (long-term bonds, with a corresponding decrease in the term spread); a positive shock to momentum is followed by a contraction in real activity and a temporary increase in liquidity due to an expansionary change in the monetary policy stance, as well as by a "flight to safety", i.e., portfolio rebalancing towards short-term securities (with a decrease in the short rate), and away from stocks, housing, and long-term securities, leading to declines in their prices.
Structural determinants of the $ exchange rate
Our information set is monthly and spans the period 1999:1 through 2015:6. The (log) nominal $ exchange rate ( $/ ) yields the value of 1  in US$. The dependent variable is the nominal $ exchange rate log-return (∆ $/ ); the set of conditioning variables is composed of two measures of economic activity, i.e., industrial production ( ,-$ ) and real GDP ( -$ ) growth rate differentials; the unemployment rate differential in changes ( -$ ), as an indicator of relative labor market conditions; two measures of the monetary policy stance, i.e., the excess real money balance growth rate differential ( -$ ) and the 3-month Libor rate differential ( -$ ); the CPI inflation rate differential ( -$ ), the EA current account balance (  ) and the US trade balance ( $ ) in changes; nominal returns on oil ( $ ) and gold ( $ ) prices, as well as on a non-energy commodities price index ( $ ); the US Fama-French size ( $ ), value ( $ ), market ( $ ), profitability ( $ ) and investment ( $ ) factors, as well as Carhart momentum ( $ ). We also include two newly proposed financial condition indexes (  ,  $ ); the latter subsume information contained in various interest rate spreads and measures of uncertainty/risk and are plotted in Figure 1 , where shaded areas correspond to periods of recession or financial crisis. 3 As shown in the Figure, both indicators track very accurately the phases of the business and financial cycle in the EA (  ) and the US ( $ ). In particular,  $ almost overlaps with both the adjusted ( ) and not adjusted ( ) Chicago Fed US Net Financial Condition Index, yielding similar signals concerning rising and fading economic and financial distress over time. See Appendix A1 for full details about the dataset and computation of the financial indexes.
Model specification, estimation and forecasting
Consider the following autoregressive distributed lag model (AR-MF) for the nominal $ exchange rate log-return
where y 2 is the  −1 column vector of time  observations on the conditioning regressors, i.e.,
 −1 column vectors of parameters, and   is a zero mean i.i.d. process. In order to gauge the relevance of macro-financial information for the determination of the $ exchange rate, the AR-MF model in (7) has also been contrasted with the nested autoregressive (AR) model
3 Concerning recessions, we follow the NBER chronology for the US and the OECD chronology for the EA. obtained from (7) by setting   = 0,  = 0  , i.e., by neglecting the macro-financial information contained in y 2 .
By inverting the AR polynomial (7) and setting  = 1 and   = 0, the solved static long-run solution
is obtained, where
is the  − 1 column vector of long-run multipliers, and the generic th element in the
Long-run multipliers then yield information on the long-term effects of macroeconomic and financial fundamentals on US$/ exchange rate fluctuations. A general to specific econometric modeling approach is implemented for model selection. In addition to standard goodness of fit measures and misspecification tests, a thorough assessment of forecasting accuracy of the selected model is also carried out. In particular, three sub samples are considered. Figure 3 , the $ mostly depreciated over the latter period. Finally, the third estimation sample is 1999:1 through 2013:2 and, therefore, embeds the early and late 2000s episodes, as well as the sovereign debt crisis and ensuing recession. The corresponding forecasting period is 2013:3 through 2015:6, a period of persisting uncertainty and economic and financial distress for the EA. As shown in Figure 4 , over the third sub period, two main regimes can be singled out, i.e., an appreciation phase started few months before the end of the recession and persisting through March 2014; a successive depreciation phase, consistent with the weak and scattered recovery from the recession which led the ECB to deepen its expansionary monetary policy to eventually implement  since January 2015. Table 1 reports OLS estimates for the AR and AR-MF models, while Table 2 contains the solved static long-run solution for the AR-MF models. As shown in Table 1 , Panel B, AR-MF models, independently of the sub sample investigated, are always well specified and show a remarkable in-sample predictive ability, as the unadjusted and adjusted coefficients of determination are in the range 0.65-0.79 and 0.57-0.73, respectively. Predictability of the $ appears to have deteriorated since the subprime financial crisis, as in the pre-crisis period (until 2007:7) about 80% of $ return variance is accounted by the AR-MF model, while a 20% reduction in the coefficient of determination can be noted (65%) as the sample is further extended over time. On the other hand, despite well specified according to standard misspecification tests, possibly with the exception of the second sub sample, the selected AR models show a very poor explanatory power (the coefficient of determination is in the range 0.10-0.17 across samples; Table 1 , Panel B).
Estimation results
Some noteworthy features are also revealed by the comparison of AR-MF models across sub samples. For instance, as the estimation sample is expanded to include the two financial crises the selected specification becomes less parsimonious. Similarities across models concerning the type of macroeconomic predictors and their lag structure can also be noted, particularly for the pre-crisis and sovereign debt crisis estimation samples.
Moreover, while macro-financial variables significantly contribute also to the long-term determination of the $ exchange rate, the response of the currency to the various fundamentals is not stable across samples. 4 For instance, as shown in Table 2 , with reference to the effects of external imbalances, an improvement in the EA current account leads to an appreciation of the $ for the pre-crisis estimation period only, consistent with the reduction in the risk premium associated with the consequential improvement in the net foreign asset position. An improvement in the US current account also leads to an appreciation of the $ for the pre-crisis and subprime financial crisis estimation samples; the sign of the linkage then reverses once the estimation sample also covers the sovereign debt crisis. Overall, the latter findings are consistent with the persistent worsening in the US trade balance over the pre-subprime crisis sample and the concurrent initial depreciation of the $ exchange rate lasting over two years (1999) (2000) (2001) , then occurring again in the mid-2000s (2005) (2006) ; the large contraction in international trade scored during the Great Recession and concurrent improvement in the US trade balance and depreciation of the $ exchange rate then account for the inversion in sign detected once the sample is further extended over time (see Figure A3 in the Appendix).
Concerning the effects of changes in the monetary policy stance, consistent with the basic prediction of the monetary model, an increase in the real money growth differential leads to a depreciation of the $ for the pre-crisis period, as well as when the estimation period covers both financial crises. On the other hand, when only the subprime financial crisis is included in the estimation sample, the monetary policy stance is better reflected by the Libor rate differential; an increase in the latter variable then leads to a depreciation of the $, consistent with UIP. The latter finding is not surprising, given the much more expansionary monetary stance pursued by the Fed during the Great Recession than the ECB, yet the concurrent persistent depreciation in the US$/. Indeed, the correlation between the money growth differential and the US$/ return turns even positive over the period 2008 through 2013, then reversing again to negative values since 2014 (see Figure A3 in the Appendix).
Changes in the real and nominal side of the economy are also reflected in changes in the $. For instance, for the pre-crisis and the whole estimation samples, an increase in the unemployment rate differential leads to an appreciation of the $, likewise a reduction in industrial production and GDP growth rate differentials, or an increase in the inflation rate differential. The latter evidence, despite non consistent with the standard monetary model, is however coherent with prevailing relative economic conditions in the EA and US over the pre-crisis period, as the US was growing at a much faster pace than the EA, and yet the $ was steadily appreciating in 2002 through 2005 and then again since 2007 throughout the setting in of the Great Recession. As the estimation sample is then extended to include the subprime financial crisis, only inflation rate and industrial production growth differentials are still significant; moreover, for the latter variable a reversal in the sign of the multiplier can be noted, consistent with the positive correlation between the industrial production growth differential and the $ return which can be noted during the Great Recession (see Figure A3 in the Appendix).
Concerning the effects of commodity prices, an increase in the oil price leads to a longterm depreciation of the $, while the opposite holds for non-energy commodity and gold prices. In all cases, the latter linkages are only detected once the estimation sample is extended to include episodes of financial distress, i.e., they are not detected for the precrisis period. In terms of economic mechanics, patterns are consistent with the higher dependence of EA countries on oil imports than the US, an increase in the oil price therefore negatively affecting more the EA than the US, with consequential depreciation of the $. On the other hand, the positive correlation between the $ and nonenergy commodity prices would point to a partial off-setting of non-energy commodity price shocks through changes in the value of the $ exchange rate.
Consistent with Bagliano and Morana (2015) , risk factors and financial condition indexes are significant predictors once censoring according to sign is applied. In particular, value, momentum and the EA financial condition index are useful predictors for all the sub samples, while some instability is detected for the other risk factors. More specifically, for the pre-crisis period, an improvement in EA (US) financial conditions leads to an appreciation (depreciation) of the $ exchange rate; a consistent response of the $ to improved financial conditions in the EA is also found when the sample is extended to include both the subprime and sovereign debt crises. Finally, concerning the response of the $ to risk factor innovations, favorable revisions in expectations, as measured by an increase in the value and market factors, lead to an appreciation of the $; symmetrically, a worsening in the expected economic outlook, as measured by a decrease in the value factor, leads to its depreciation over the pre-crisis period. As the estimation sample is extended to include the subprime and sovereign debt crises, only the response to positive innovations is however statistically significant. Adverse revisions in expectations, as measured by an increase in momentum and a decrease in the profit factor, trigger a depreciation in the $ for the pre-crisis period; coherently, when the estimation sample is extended to include the subprime financial crisis, a decrease in momentum and in the profit factor causes an appreciation and a depreciation in the $, respectively; on the other hand, no significant effects can be found when the sample is further extended to include also the sovereign debt crisis. For the latter sample, the size and investment factors appear to show some signalling properties; yet, somewhat puzzling, changes in both directions in the latter variables are associated with an appreciation of the US$ in the long-term.
Forecasting the $ over crisis and post-crisis periods
As shown in Table 3 , the results of the forecasting analysis are fairly consistent across samples and clear-cut. For instance, the remarkable in-sample predictive ability of the AR-MF models is surely not due to overfitting. In fact, relatively to AR models, AR-MF models yield, on average, a 30% reduction in the   (28%, 22% and 35%, for the first, second and third subsample, respectively; Table 3 , Panel A). Moreover, an over threefold increase in the correlation between actual and forecasted values is yield by AR-MF relatively to AR models (0.7, on average; 0.73 for the first and third sample; 0.68 for the second sample; 0.2 for AR models). Consistent with in-sample analysis results, also the out-of-sample performance of the AR-MF models is relatively weaker for the sovereign debt crisis forecasting sample.
According to estimated forecast combination regression (Table 3 ; Panel C), where the actual value of the $ exchange rate return is regressed on the forecasts generated by both models plus a constant, the gain in forecasting accuracy yield by AR-MF over AR models is also statistically significant. The estimated weight for the AR-2 model is in fact not statistically significant for the first and second forecasting horizon, and actually even negative for the third sample; on the other hand, the weight for the AR-MF model is always positive and strongly significant.
Moreover, by using BIC to compare forecast combination regressions (Table 3 , Panel C) and Mincer-Zarnowitz regressions for the AR-MF models (Table 3 ; Panel B), it can be concluded that, apart from the third sample, combining forecasts from AR-MF and AR models is suboptimal to the use of forecasts generated by AR-MF models only. Yet, as already noted, for the post-EA subsample, forecasts generated by the AR model would enter with a negative, rather than the expected positive sign.
Finally, while both models generate unbiased forecasts, the point estimate of the slope parameter in the corresponding Mincer-Zarnowitz regressions is virtually equal to the optimal unity value and statistically significant for the AR-MF models only; on the other hand, for the AR models the slope parameter is only 0.6, and not statistically different from zero. Coherently, as shown in Figures 2-4 , AR-MF models yield forecasts which track much more closely actual $ exchange rate returns and levels than AR models. While the AR-MF model fails to predict the depth of the $ depreciation ensued from the subprime financial crisis and associated (Great) recession, it however fails at a much lower extent than the AR model ( 
US$/-risk factor interactions in second moments
In order to further assess the interlinkage between the US$/ exchange rate and risk factor innovations, second moment interactions are investigated by means of the semiparametric dynamic conditional correlation model (SP-DCC) of Morana (2015).
The SP-DCC model
The SP-DCC model is defined by following equations
where y  is the  × 1 column vector of the variables of interest, composed of the nominal exchange rate log-return ∆ $ and the return on the five Fama-French factors  $ ,
. Moreover, the random vector z  is of dimension  × 1 and assumed to be i.i.d. with first two moments  (z  ) = 0 and   (z  ) = I  . Concerning the specification of the conditional covariance matrix H  (δ), we assume that the elements along its main diagonal, i.e., the conditional variances
subject to the usual restrictions to ensure that the conditional variances are positive almost surely at any point in time.
Concerning the definition of the conditional covariances, a nonparametric specification is posited, grounded on the identity
given that  (
By defining the transformed variables  
QML estimation of the SP-DCC model
Consistent and asymptotically normal estimation of the SP-DCC model is performed in two steps. Firstly, the conditional variances   ,  = 1   , i.e., the elements along the main diagonal of H  , and  
By further defining
he conditional correlation matrix   is then estimated aŝ
In order to ensure well behaved conditional covariance and correlation matrices, an ex-post correction is finally implemented (See Appendix A.4).
Empirical results
As described in the methodological section, the estimation of the SP-DCC model is performed using conditional mean residuals. Concerning the $, the latter are computed from the AR-MF specification employed to forecast over the post-EA sovereign crisis recession period, which is then estimated over the whole sample 1999:1 through 2015:6. As shown in Table 4 , a GARCH(1,1) specification is required for the $ AR-MF model residuals to actually show white noise properties. In fact, the residuals from the conditionally homoskedastic version of the AR-MF model are still affected by autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity. Possibly due to observational noise, the latter property is not detected by means of standard misspecification tests (Table 4 ; Panel B). It is however detected when observational noise is explicitly accounted for by fitting a stochastic volatility model for the log-absolute AR-MF residuals. As shown in the Table, On the other hand, concerning risk factor innovations, a restricted VAR structure is employed, with own-variable lag length selected according to information criteria and specification tests. As we do not find evidence of serial correlation in risk factors, their residuals are simply computed as the demeaned original variables. A GARCH(1,1) specification has also been selected for all risk factor conditional variances, as well as for each of the 21  × ( − 1) 2 distinct composite processes  +  and  −  ; in all cases the estimated parameters are well behaved, i.e., the sufficient condition for non-negative conditional variance at each point in time is respected and the persistence parameter, i.e., the sum of parameters for the lagged squared innovation and the lagged conditional variance are strictly below the threshold unitary value; moreover, standardized residuals are consistent with white noise properties. 5 Finally, by comparing the original and (ex-post) transformed conditional correlations 6 , we find that the average Theil's U index, across the sample of 21 conditional correlation processes, is just 0.09, with standard deviation equal to 0.07 (not reported). This means that the original and transformed (well-behaved) correlation processes are very close, i.e., the transformation required to make well-behaved the sequence of conditional correlation matrices leaves largely unchanged their original values, consistent with accurate estimation of second moments delivered by the SP-DCC model.
Conditional correlations and business cycle signals
In Figure 5 we plot the estimated conditional correlations relating the US$/ return  $ with each of the six risk factors, i.e.,  $ ,  $ ,  $ ,  $ ,  $ and  $ . The latter are denoted as , , , ,  and  , respectively. Shaded areas correspond to periods of economic recession for the US and/or the EA economy. A plot contrasting conditional correlation dynamics with periods of financial crises is reported in the Appendix.
As shown in the Figure, all the estimated correlations are sizable, albeit weaker for  and . Moreover, correlations tend to be sensitive to the state of the business and financial cycle. In fact, despite ,  and  ( and ) being mostly positive (negative) over the sample investigated, the latter tend to become negative () or more negative (, ) during crisis periods, and, conversely, positive or less negative during non-crisis periods. Moreover, the state dependence of  is even a more clear-cut finding, as  is in general negative during crises and positive in non-crisis periods. As shown by Morana (2014b), a positive momentum innovation might signal a worsening in the expected economic outlook. The rationale is that if firms with stronger fundamentals outperform firms with weaker fundamentals during economic downturns, and if fundamentals are persistent and reflected in stock returns, positive momentum should be observed during recessions. The negative correlation with the $ exchange rate is then fully consistent with the  depreciating relatively to the US$ during crisis periods, as actually empirically observed.
In Figure 6 we then plot  , with its 95% confidence interval, over the period 2007-6 through 2015:6 (upper plot), as well as the $ exchange rate over the same period (bottom plot). For comparison we also report the Economic Sentiment Indicator () computed by the European Commission. 7 The comovement of  with the $ during recession periods is striking, the $ depreciating over most of the sovereign debt crisis and ensuing recession and  weakening progressively down to negative values, to eventually revert toward positive values as the $ exchange rate started appreciating again, leading the end of the (most recent) EA recession. The comovement of  with  through late 2013 is also striking. However, for the most recent period, different signals are yield by the two indicators.
In fact, as shown in Figure 6 (top plot), while  signals improving business cycle conditions, then stabilizing since early 2014,  has mostly fluctuated about a zero value since the end of the EA recession in 2013 and through early 2014. Yet, since June 2014, a significant and persistent reversion toward negative values can be observed, concurrent with the sizable depreciation in the $. As actual figures show, rather than recovery, scattered and sluggish GDP growth, as well as stagnating credit supply well describe EA macroeconomic conditions over the recent post-recession period. The latter actually forced the ECB to deepen its expansionary monetary policy stance by cutting the main refinancing rate down to +0.15% in June 2014 and then to +0.05% in September 2014, eventually followed by the introduction of  in January 2015.
The negative values of  over 2015 are also consistent with the raising uncertainty concerning the survival of the EA itself, fueled by persistent solvency problems in Greece, newly exploded in late spring/early summer 2015. The discrepancy between  and  over the most recent sample is then clear-cut evidence of the value added and excess information contained in  .
Conclusions
In this paper we investigate the determinants of the US$/ exchange rate since its introduction in 1999, with particular reference to the recent financial crises. Specifically, we estimate a reduced form econometric model for both the conditional mean and variance of the $ exchange rate return, conditioning on a large set of macroeconomic and financial variables, and use it to forecast over three separate time spans, covering the subprime financial crisis, the sovereign debt crisis, and the post-sovereign debt crisis period through 2015:6, respectively. Surprisingly, little is known about the determinants of the $ exchange rate return during the recent financial crises, as most studies do not consider data beyond 2010.
The econometric model is grounded on the asset pricing theory of exchange rate determination, which posits that the current exchange rate depends on the present discounted value of the future stream of fundamentals. In the latter framework, exchange rate fluctuations are then accounted by news or revisions in expectations about fundamentals. In this respect, we innovate the literature by including in the information set, in addition to standard macroeconomic fundamentals, financial condition indexes and direct measures of changing market expectations about the economic outlook, as yield by risk factors likewise the five French (1993, 2015) factors and Charart (1997) momentum.
We find that the estimated reduced form econometric models (AR-MF) are broadly in line with a hybrid version of the monetary model, where, in addition to monetary policy stance indicators, risk factor information and (new) measures of EA and US financial conditions sizably contribute to the determination of the $ exchange rate. Overall, the results show that the AR-MF models have remarkable in-sample predictive ability, accounting for 60% to 80% of $ returns variance, fivefold larger than for standard autoregressive models (AR) neglecting macro-financial information. AR(·)-MF models also yield an average 30% reduction in   out-of-sample and are forecast encompassing, relatively to AR models.
Finally, by assessing interlinkages in second-moments, we uncover a stable relationship between the US$/-Charart momentum conditional correlation ( ) and the state of the global and EA economic cycle. In particular, the latter dynamic conditional correlation becomes negative during periods of recession and positive during phases of economic expansion. A progressive weakening in EA economic conditions is then detected since June 2014, in contrast with signals yield by available economic sentiment measures, likewise the Economic Sentiment Index published by the European Commission (). As actual figures show, rather than recovery, scattered and sluggish GDP growth, as well as stagnating credit supply, well describe EA macroeconomic conditions over the recent post-recession period. The latter actually led the ECB to further deepen its expansionary stance and eventually to introduce  in January 2015. The negative values of the proposed indicator over the last part of the sample are also consistent with raising uncertainty concerning the survival of the EA itself, fueled by persistent solvency problems in Greece, newly exploded in late spring/early summer 2015. The discrepancy with  since 2014 is then clear-cut evidence of the value added and the excess information of  , easily exploitable also within a system of early warning indicators of macroeconomic stress. This Appendix presents details on the dataset used (Section A1), the computation of interest rate spread anomalies and the financial condition index for the US and the EA (Sections A2 and A3), and the ex-post correction for well-behaved conditional covariance matrix (Section A4).
A1. The data Real Activity measures
Industrial Production for the US is the Industrial Production Index. It measures real output for all facilities located in the US, excluding the building sector. Data are monthly and seasonally adjusted. The source is the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Available from FRED. Industrial production for the EA is the Production in industry -total (excluding construction) Index. The series is monthly and seasonally adjusted. The source is Eurostat. We compute month-on-month (%) rates of growth for both series, i.e.,   and  $ ). The EA-US relative rate of growth of industrial production is
The coincident indicator of real activity for the US is the Coincident Economic Activity Index for the United States. The index is monthly and seasonally adjusted. It includes four indicators: nonfarm payroll employment, the unemployment rate, average hours worked in manufacturing and wages and salaries for 50 US States. The trend for each state's index is set to match the trend for gross state product. The source is the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. Available from FRED. A month-onmonth (%) rate of growth  $ is then computed. The coincident indicator of real activity for the euro area is the -coin (). It collates a large collection of statistical data (industrial production, business surveys, stock market and financial data, demand indicators, and more) and it tracks the monthly underlying quarter-on-quarter GDP growth in the euro area. The -coin index is provided as quarteron-quarter rate of growth (%). A month-on-month (%) rate of growth is computed by dividing by 3 the series at each point in time (  ). The source is the Bank of Italy (CEPR Discussion Paper, No. 5633 http://www.cepr.org/pubs/new-dps/dplist.asp?dpno=5633). The EA-US relative rate of GDP growth is
The unemployment rate for the US is the Civilian Unemployment Rate. Data are monthly and seasonally adjusted. The source is the US. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Available from FRED. The unemployment rate for the euro area is the Unemployment rate by sex and age groups -monthly average. Data are monthly and seasonally adjusted. The source is Eurostat. First differences of the series are computed, i.e.,   ,  $ ). The EA-US relative rate of unemployment in changes is  -$ =   −  $ .
Consumer and commodity prices
The consumer price index for the US is the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: Allitems. It is based on prices for food, clothing, shelter, and fuels; transportation fares; service fees and sales taxes. The series is monthly and seasonally adjusted. The source is the US. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Available from FRED. The consumer price index for the euro area is the Harmonized Consumer Price Index: All-items. The source is Eurostat. Available from FRED. Month-on-month (%) rates of growth are computed, i.e.,   and  $ . The EA-US relative rate of inflation is  -$ =  −  $ . The US$/ exchange rate is the value of one Euro in U.S. Dollars. The frequency is monthly. The source is the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Available from FRED. The monthon-month (%) log-return ∆ $/ is computed.
The very short-term interbank rate for the US is the Effective Federal Funds Rate  $ . The frequency is monthly (%). The source is the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Available from FRED. For the EA the series is the EONIA rate   . The frequency is monthly (%). The source is the European Central Bank. The EA-US relative overnight rate is  -$ =   −  $ .
The short-term Treasury Bill interest rate for the US is the Three-Month Treasury Bill: Secondary Market Rate  $ . The frequency is monthly (%). The source is the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Available from FRED.
The short-term interbank interest rate for the US is the Three-Month US Dollar Libor Rate  $ . The frequency is monthly (%). For the EA the series is the Three-Month  Libor Rate   . The frequency is monthly (%). The source is ICE Benchmark Administration Limited (IBA) for both series. Available from FRED. The EA-US relative short-term interbank rate is
The libor-overnight spread for the US  $ is computed by the authors as the Three-Month US Dollar Libor Rate  $ relative to the Effective Federal Funds Rate  $ , i.e.,  $ =  $ −  $ . For the EA is computed as the Three-Month  Libor Rate   relative to the EONIA rate   , i.e.,   =   −   . The frequency is monthly (%). The EA-US relative Libor-overnight spread is
The long-term interest rate for the US is the 10-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate  $ . The frequency is monthly (%). The source is the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Available from FRED. The long-term interest rates for the EA is the Long-Term Government Bond Yields: 10-year: Main (Including Benchmark) for the Euro Area   . The frequency is monthly (%). The source is OECD, "Main Economic Indicators -complete database". Available from FRED. The relative EA-US long term rate is also computed as  -$ =   −  $ .
The term spread for the US  $ is computed by the authors as the 10-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate relative to Three-Month Treasury Bill: Secondary Market Rate, i.e.,  $ =  $ −  $ The frequency is monthly (%). For the EA the term spread   is computed as the Long-Term Government Bond Yields: 10-year: Main (Including Benchmark) for the Euro Area relative to the Three-Month  Libor Rate, i.e.,   =   −   . The EA-US relative term spread is also computed as The mortgage rate for the US  $ is the 30-Year Conventional Mortgage Rate. It is the contract interest rates on commitments for fixed-rate first mortgages. The frequency is monthly (%). The source is the Primary Mortgage Market Survey data provided by Freddie Mac. Available from FRED.
The mortgage spread for the US  $ is computed by the authors as the 30-Year Conventional Mortgage Rate relative to the 30-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate, i.e.,  $ =  $ −  $ .
Liquid liabilities for the US is the M2 Money Stock series in Billions of US$. It consists of M1 (currency outside the U.S. Treasury, Federal Reserve Banks, and the value of depository institutions; traveler's checks of nonbank issuers; demand deposits; and other checkable deposits) plus: savings deposits (which include money market deposit accounts); small-denomination time deposits (time deposits in amounts of less than $100,000); balances in retail money market mutual funds. Data are monthly and seasonally adjusted. The source is the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Available from FRED. M3 for the US is not available over the whole period investigated. Liquid liabilities for the euro area is the M3 for Euro Area series in Billions of . It consists of M1(currency in circulation and overnight deposits) plus: M2 (deposits with agreed maturity up to two years and deposits redeemable at notice up to three months), repurchase agreements, money market fund shares and money market paper, and debt securities up to two years. Data are monthly and seasonally adjusted by the authors using X-12 ARIMA. The source is the International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics. Available from FRED. Month-on-month (%) rates of growth   and  $ are computed. Then an excess real money balance rate of growth is computed as
The EA-US relative excess real money balances growth rate is computed as
For all the above exchange rate, interest rate and monetary aggregate data, monthly figures are averages of observations through period.
Balance of Payment data
Balance of Payment data are the Trade Balance for the US and the Current Account Balance for the EA, in Billions of US$ and , respectively. Data are monthly and seasonally adjusted. The Trade Balance for the US is computed as the difference between Exports of Goods and Services and Imports of Goods and Services. The Trade Balance has been employed in the place of the Current Account Balance, as the latter is not available at the monthly frequency for the US. The source is the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The Current Account Balance for the euro area is computed as the difference between credit and debit transactions, i.e., net export plus net income receipts. The source is the European Central Bank. Both series yields an approximate measure of the net position of the country relative to the rest of the world. A positive balance, i.e., net lending means that US or EA residents are net suppliers of funds to foreign residents; a negative balance, i.e., net borrowing, means the opposite. First differences of the above series   and  $ are computed.
Economic policy uncertainty and financial condition measures
The economic policy uncertainty index is the Economic Policy Uncertainty Index for United States and the Economic Policy Uncertainty Index for Europe, provided by Baker, S.R., Bloom, N., Davis, S.J. (http://www.policyuncertainty.com/media/BakerBloomDavis.pdf). It is based on newspaper coverage, including a human audit of 10,000 newspaper articles. The index for Europe is based on news for 5 European economies (Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and Spain). The series are normalized to mean 100 from 1985-2009. An increase in the index signals higher economic policy uncertainty. The frequency is monthly. Available from FRED. The series are transformed in logarithm   and  $ . The EA-US relative economic policy uncertainty index is  -$ =   −  $ .
The stock market uncertainty series is the estimated conditional standard deviation of the FamaFrench market excess returns series for the US ( $ ) and Europe (  ), computed by the authors by means of GARCH(1,1) models. The frequency is monthly. The series are transformed in logarithm  $ and   . The EA-US relative stock market uncertainty is computed as
Alternative measures of US stock market uncertainty are also employed. The first is the CBOE VIX (S&P500) Index. It is based on the S&P 500 Index and estimates expected volatility by averaging the weighted prices of S&P 500 Index puts and calls over a wide range of strike prices. The frequency is monthly. The source is CBOE (http://www.cboe.com/micro/vix-options-and-futures.aspx). The series is transformed in logarithm ( $ ). The second is the Equity Market Uncertainty Index provided by Baker, S.R., Bloom, N., Davis, S.J. (http://www.policyuncertainty.com/media/BakerBloomDavis.pdf). It is based on newspaper coverage, including a human audit of 10,000 newspaper articles. The series is normalized to mean 100 from 1985-2009. An increase in the index signals higher US stock market uncertainty. The frequency is monthly. Available from FRED. The series is expressed in logarithm ( $ ).
A US stock market volatility surprise is also computes as the difference between (log) ex-post ( $ ) and (log) ex-ante volatility ( $ ), i.e.  $ =  $ −  $ . A positive value indicates that realized stock market volatility was higher than expected, i.e., a positive volatility surprise; a negative value means the opposite.
The financial condition index is the Chicago Fed National Financial Conditions Index   $ . It measures risk, liquidity and leverage in money markets and debt and equity markets. It is constructed to have an average value of zero and a standard deviation of one over a sample period extending back to 1973. Positive values of the NFCI indicate financial conditions are tighter than on average, while negative values indicate financial conditions that are looser than on average. The adjusted financial condition index is the Chicago Fed Adjusted National Financial Conditions Index   $ . It isolates a component of financial conditions uncorrelated with economic conditions to provide an update on how financial conditions compare with current economic conditions. It is constructed to have an average value of zero and a standard deviation of one over a sample period extending back to 1973. A positive value of the ANFCI indicates financial conditions that are tighter on average than would be typically suggested by economic conditions, while a negative value indicates the opposite. The frequency is monthly. The source is the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago. Full details about indexes construction can be found at http://www.chicagofed.org/webpages/publications/nfci/index.cfm. Available from FRED.
Risk factors
The Fama/French 5 factors for the US are constructed using the 6 value-weight portfolios formed on size and book-to-market, the 6 value-weight portfolios formed on size and operating profitability, and the 6 value-weight portfolios formed on size and investment. The size factor  $ (Small Minus Big) is the average return (%) on the nine small stock portfolios minus the average return on the nine big stock portfolios; the value factor  $ (High Minus Low) is the average return (%) on the two value portfolios minus the average return on the two growth portfolios; the profitability factor  $ (Robust Minus Weak) is the average return (%) on the two robust operating profitability portfolios minus the average return on the two weak operating profitability portfolios; the investment factor  $ (Conservative Minus Aggressive) is the average return (%) on the two conservative investment portfolios minus the average return on the two aggressive investment portfolios; the market factor  $ is the return (%) on the market, value-weight return of all (usable) CRSP firms incorporated in the US and listed on the NYSE, AMEX, or NASDAQ, relative to the risk-free rate, measured by the three-month US Treasury Bills rate (in monthly terms). We also consider Charart momentum factor  $ , measured by the average of the returns (%) on two (big and small) high prior return portfolios minus the average of the returns on two low prior return portfolios. The portfolios are constructed monthly. Big means a firm is above the median market cap on the NYSE at the end of the previous month; small firms are below the median NYSE market cap. Prior return is measured from month -12 to -2. Firms in the low prior return portfolio are below the 30th NYSE percentile. Those in the high portfolio are above the 70th NYSE percentile (see Fama 
Stationarity properties
Preliminary to the specification of the econometric model, we assess the persistence properties of the data. To the purpose we perform ADF tests, selecting the augmentation order by means of the AIC information criterion. 1 Rejection of the non stationarity hypothesis is then found for the $ nominal return ( $ ), the EA current account balance (  ) and the US trade balance ( $ ) in changes, the rate of growth of the nominal oil price ( $ ), gold price ( $ ) and non-energy commodities price index ( $ ), the five Fama-French risk factors ( $ ,  $ ,  $ ,  $ ,  $ ,  $ ), the US stock market log volatility surprise ( $ ), as well its constituents, i.e., the (log) conditional standard deviation of the Fama-French market returns series ( $ ) and the (log)   index ( $ ); the equity market uncertainty index ( $ ), the relative economic policy uncertainty index ( -$ ). Moreover, rejection is found for various differentials of EA and US variables, likewise the industrial production ( ,-$ ) and GDP ( -$ ) growth rates, the unemployment rate in changes ( -$ ), the inflation rate ( -$ ), the excess real money growth rate ( -$ ).
Less clear-cut are the results for the interest rate spreads, i.e., the overnight interbank interest rate ( -$ ), the three-month Libor interest rate ( -$ ), the three-month Libor-overnight rate spreads (  and  $ ), the US   spread ( $ ), the EA and US term spread (  and  $ ), the Aaa and Baa US corporate spread ( $ and  $ ), the Baa-Aaa US corporate spread ( -$ ) and the mortgage spread ( -$ ). Since it is the sign of the latter variables to convey relevant signals about economic and financial conditions, first differencing might lead to a critical loss of information. Anomalous (cyclical) deviations from normal (trend) values, given current economic conditions, are then computed for the latter variables, which, according to the ADF tests, are stationary. By construction, the latter contain valuable information about the state of the economic and financial cycle (See Section 2 below). Moreover, in order facilitate the specification of the econometric model, the common information contained in the estimated interest rate spread anomalies ( -$ ,  $ excluded as redundant), in the various measures of uncertainty and risk, i.e., the (log) conditional standard deviation for the EA and US market factors (  and  $ ), the (log)   ( $ ) and  ( $ ) US equity market uncertainty indexes, the  economic policy uncertainty index for the US and Europe ( $ and   ), as well as in the measures of EA-US relative monetary policy stance, i.e., the relative overnight interbank interest rate spread ( -$ ) and the relative 3-month Libor rate spread ( -$ ), are subsumed into two overall indicators of financial conditions for the US and EA, respectively (See Section A.3 below).
A2. Decomposition and cyclical properties of interest rate spreads
Think of decomposing the interest rate spread series of interest {  },  = 1   , into two orthogonal components, the former given by its normal or trend process, under current economic conditions, { (  )}; the latter being the anomalous process {  }; hence,
where  (·) is any real valued bounded function and   a conditioning variable describing current economic conditions.
Most contributions to the literature have focused on the case in which the conditioning variable   is simply the time index  = 1   , where  () is a bounded function that can take different forms, measuring recurrent or non recurrent changes in mean, with smooth or abrupt transition across regimes (see Morana, 2014 , for a review). In the paper we build on the adaptive model of Morana (2009, 2012) , where  () is a continuous and bounded function of time, specified according to a Fourier expansion, i.e.,
We modify the above specification by allowing
where X  =1   6 = 0, closer to the original Gallant (1984) flexible functional form. Hence, we set up the following regression function
which is then estimated by OLS, granting, by construction, an orthogonal decomposition of the series of interest into the normal and anomalous components. The estimated residual  , i.e., the anomaly, measures the excess risk detected by the indicator, at each point in time, relative to its normal value, according to current economic conditions.
Concerning the properties of the OLS estimator in the above framework, consistent and asymptotically normal estimation can be expected under   ∼ (), −05    05. We select the number of components to be included by means of the BIC information criterion and statistical significance of the included regressors, using HACSE, according to a general to specific model reduction approach. The maximum order of the expansion is set to  = 5.
For expository purposes the series are standardized and plotted in Figures A.1 and A.2; shaded areas refer again to recession or financial crisis periods. As is shown in the plots, eyeball inspection suggests that the estimated anomalies are stationary, property confirmed by the ADF test.
Valuable information can be gauged by their decomposition. For instance, concerning recession periods, shrinking term spread anomalies ( $ ,   ), down to lower than normal values, were leading the early and late 2000s financial crises and recessions for both countries; the latter then revert to normal values toward the end of the late 2000s recession and subprime financial crisis, consistent with the well known business cycle leading indicator property of the term spread (see, for instance, . Also coherent is the signal yield by the relative term spread anomaly ( -$ =   −  $ ), pointing to weaker expected economic conditions in the US than in the EA during the initial phase of the early 2000s recession, when actually only the US economy is in recession; the opposite condition is signalled subsequently, as the EA enters in recession while the US is recovering. Moreover, weaker economic conditions in the EA than in the US are signalled during most of the Great Recession, consistent with the deeper effects exercised by the crisis on the EA than the US. Similarly, corporate spreads ( $ ,  $ and  $ ) show a shrinking anomaly, from positive to negative values, leading the early and late 2000s financial crises and ensuing recessions, as well as the early 2010s EA recession.
On the other hand, different information is conveyed by the mortgage ( $ ),   ( $ ) and overnight ( $ ,   ) spread anomalies. For instance, the mortgage spread points to increasing stress in the US mortgage market, persisting throughout the subprime financial crisis. Interestingly, a sharply rasing mortgage spread is also leading the burst of the dot-com bubble. Moreover, stress in the money market, i.e., raising credit and liquidity risk, is also signalled by the   and overnight spreads throughout the subprime financial crisis period. The EA overnight spread is then sharply rising again throughout the EA sovereign debt crisis. Similar information is provided by the relative overnight spread ( -$ =   − $ ), and the relative three-month Libor spread anomaly ( -$ =   −  $ ).
A3. Indicators of economic and financial distress
In the light of the above evidence we expect interest rate spread anomalies to covey relevant information, in addition to other relevant variables, for the construction of a composite indicator of business and financial cycle conditions.
In addition to the above anomalies ( -$ ,  $ excluded as redundant), the information set selected for the construction of the indicator is comprised of various measures of stock market uncertainty and risk, i.e., the estimated log conditional standard deviation of the Fama-French market return series (  and  $ ), the log   index ( $ ), the log BBD equity market uncertainty index ( $ ), the BBD-economic policy uncertainty index for the US end Europe ( $ and   ), as well as measures of EA-US relative monetary policy stance, i.e., the relative overnight interbank interest rate spread ( -$ ) and the relative 3-month Libor rate spread ( -$ ).
The information set is then comprised of a total of sixteen variables, providing a broad coverage of financial market conditions. We then apply Principal Components Analysis (PCA), in order to subsume in few orthogonal indexes the information content of the data.
Results are reported in Table A .1, showing the estimated eigenvalues and eigenvectors (multiplied by the standard deviation of the corresponding variable), which convey information on the proportion of total variance accounted by each index (PC) and its composition, respectively. As shown in the Table, the first two PCs jointly account for about 60% of total variance (41% and 17%, respectively), the remaining (idiosyncratic) components each accounting for only a small proportion of total variance (3% on average). In the light of the purpose of the analysis, we then retain only the first two PCs.
Concerning their composition, the first PC loads with positive weight the corporate spreads ( $ and  $ ), whose increase signals higher risk in the corporate sector; the term spread anomalies ( $ ,   ), whose increase points to higher credit risk in the Treasury bond market; the EA Libor-overnight spread anomaly (  ), whose increase signals growing liquidity and credit risk in the money market; all of the stock market uncertainty and risk measures (  ,  $ ,  $ ,  $ ), whose increase in associated with higher stock market and recession risk; both economic policy uncertainty indexes ( $ and   ), whose increase signals higher market uncertainty concerning the implementation of economic policies; the EA-US relative overnight an three-month Libor spreads, coherent with higher money market risk in the EA relatively to the US ( -$ ,  -$ ). On the other hand, it loads with negative weight risk associated with the US mortgage and money markets ( $ ,  $ ,  $ ), netting it out, as being already accounted in the money market risk measures included, i.e., the EA Libor overnight spread anomaly (  ,  -$ ,  -$ ). Moreover, the second PC loads with positive weight the mortgage and money markets anomalies ( $ ,  $ ,  $ and   ), the stock market uncertainty measures (  ,  $ ,  $ ,  $ ), virtually omitting or netting out corporate, term spread, economic policy uncertainty and the EA-US relative money market spreads.
Closer inspection shows that the first PC (PC1) might be interpreted as an EA overall financial conditions index (  ); it tracks very accurately, pointing to distress, all of the episodes in which the EA was either in recession or in financial crisis, or in both; on the other hand, the second PC bears the interpretation of US financial conditions index ( $ ), well tracking all of the episodes of economic and/or financial distress for the US (See Figure 1 in the main text of the paper).
The latter interpretation is supported also by comparing the second principal componet (PC2) with the Chicago Fed US Net Financial Condition Index, in both adjusted (  ) or not adjusted ( ) versions. PC2 ( $ ) almost overlaps with both Chicago Fed indicators, being also sizably positively correlated with them (0.60; the correlation coefficient between   and    is 0.70); it also yields similar signals concerning raising and fading economic and financial distress over time.
In order to assess the excess information contained in the Chicago Fed Indexes, we have added both indicators in our information set and repeated PCA. Results are reported in Table A.1. As is shown by the estimated eigenvectors,   only enters the first PC with positive weight, while both    and   enter, still with positive weight, in the second PC. Their contribution turns out however to be negligible, as the new and old PC1 and PC2 are virtually overlapping (not reported) and almost perfectly correlated (0.95).
A4. Ex-post correction for well-behaved conditional covariance and correlation matrices
In order to ensure well behaved conditional covariance and correlation matrices, the following ex-post correction can be implemented . Firstly, the estimated conditional correlations in  ,   ,  6 = , are bounded to lie within the range −1 ≤  ≤ 1 by applying the sign-preserving bounding transformation *
where   0 and even, is selected optimally by minimizing the sum of Frobenious norms over the temporal sample
This yields *  , the transformed correlation matrix, which satisfies, by construction, the CauchySchwarz inequality. Secondly, positive definiteness can be enforced by means of nonlinear shrinkage of the negative eigenvalues of the *  matrix toward their corresponding positive average values over the temporal sequence in which they are positive. In practice, the eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposition of the transformed conditional correlation matrix *  is performed, yieldinĝ  *  =  0  where  is the diagonal matrix containing the ordered original (positive and negative) eigenvalues along the main diagonal and  is the matrix containing the associated orthogonal eigenvectors. By denotinĝ  *  the diagonal matrix containing the ordered original and shrank positive eigenvalues, the new estimate of the conditional correlation matrix can be computed
which, by construction, is well-behaved at each point in time. The implied, well-behaved conditional covariance process at time period  is then * *  =  * *  which obeys the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the positive definiteness condition, at each point in time, by construction. 
